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The Islamic State is one of the most lethal and successful jihadist groups in modern history,
surpassing even al-Qaeda. Thousands of its followers have marched across Syria and Iraq,
subjugating millions, enslaving women, beheading captives, and daring anyone to stop them.
Thousands more have spread terror beyond the Middle East under the Islamic State's black flag.
How did the Islamic State attract so many followers and conquer so much land? By being more
ruthless, more apocalyptic, and more devoted to state-building than its competitors. The shrewd
leaders of the Islamic State combined two of the most powerful yet contradictory ideas in Islam-the
return of the Islamic Empire and the end of the world-into a mission and a message that shapes its
strategy and inspires its army of zealous fighters. They have defied conventional thinking about how
to wage wars and win recruits. Even if the Islamic State is defeated, jihadist terrorism will never be
the same. Based almost entirely on primary sources in Arabic-including ancient religious texts and
secret al-Qaeda and Islamic State letters that few have seen - William McCants' The ISIS
Apocalypse explores how religious fervor, strategic calculation, and doomsday prophecy shaped the
Islamic State's past and foreshadow its dark future.
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Will McCants writes with expertise and aplomb about the Islamic State, its history, and the
foundations of its efforts at regional dominance. While, some of the zig-zagging back and forth in
time requires a bit of gymnastics from the reader, the book is both educational and entertaining.
Anyone interested in learning about this organization from a truly qualified scholar would benefit

from a read of this book.Dr. McCants proclaims himself, rightly, as a guide, proficient in Islamic
theology and history, modern jihadism, clandestine bureaucracies, and Arabic. The good doctor
flexes his linguist muscles with translations of original Arabic texts, providing crucial context to the
situations he describes.The book covers the history of the organization, beginning with distinctions
between Al-Qaeda and the Islamic State; such as, AQ wanted to build popular support for caliphate,
but IS wanted to impose a caliphate, regardless of the acquiescence of the masses. The book
details Zarqawiâ€™s rise to prominence and obsession with Nur al-Din and Saladin. Zarqawi linked
his organization in Iraq to AQ [forming Al-Qaeda in/of Iraq (AQI)] but his brutality drew censure from
Al-Qaeda Central. Once Zarqawi was killed and al-Baghdadi became commander of the faithful,
AQI dissolved and was absorbed into IS with Masri as minister of war.From there the book focuses
attention on the Islamic Stateâ€™s flag symbolism and parallels with historical references to the
Abbasids. After Masri and Baghdadi killed in 2010, the focus shifted yet again. The group
floundered until the Americans left and the Arab Spring happened. The next section details the
beginning of the online presence through magazines and Twitter.
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